
Letters From the Mayor of Pine Lake

 During the COVID-19 Pandemic of 2020

Date / Link Summary

June 19th, 2020

Public health. Public safety. Fiscal responsibility. Who we are to each other? All intertwined 

in ways we can’t begin to address without compassion in the mix. Without relationships. 

June 1st, 2020

Mayor's thoughts on the demonstrations of collective grief and rage in communities of 

color all over our country; focused on our nearby city of Atlanta. 

May 31st, 2020 Pine Lake responds to the pandemic with creativity

May 20th,2020

Council has passed a resolution regarding the opening of the lake and beach for the 2020 

season. 

• The beach and the lake will not be opened to the public.

• The playground will remain closed.

• Diagonal lakefront parking will be reduced by 12 spaces.

May 15th,2020

• Council will decide on policy for the lake and beach at next Council meeting - May 19th, 

2020

• Dekalb County still ranks second in Georgia for COVID-19 cases and zip code 30083 ranks 

# 2 in the county.

• Link to GA and Dekalb status reports

May 8th, 2020

• Furlough of selected staff. Approximately 20 % saving.

• Pine Lake’s Public Health State of Emergency, running concurrent with Governor Kemp’s 

Executive Order. 

• Chief Green and I are currently working to mitigate density of gatherings in public spaces 

and in the park areas. 

April 29th, 2020

• Extending and clarifying State of Emergency in Pine Lake.

• Ranking of GA, Dekalb County and 30083 zip in testing and number of cases.

• Phone number to schedule a test .

April 23rd, 2020

• Easing of restrictions in Georgia.

• Link to Unemployment info.

• Report on status of four positive cases in Georgia .

April 19th, 2020

• two additional cases COVID-19 in our community.

• Update on Council Activities.

• Thanks to community volunteers and everyone pitching in whereever they can .

April 13th, 2020 "...time for more patience"

April 10th, 2020 Prepare For Severe Weather

April 9th, 2020

• Our resident who had tested positive for COVID-19 is out of the hospital.

• The craft services trailer in the PD lot continues to feed first responders every weekday: 

1100+ lunches served as of today.

• We are preparing for possible severe weather this weekend.
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https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterJune19th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterJune1st.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterMay31st.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterMay20th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterMay15th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterMay8th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterApril29th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterApril23rd.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterApril19th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterApril13th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterApril10th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterApril9th.pdf
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April 6th,2020 One of our residents has tested positive for COVID-19

April 5th, 2020

• Business Support Team Established - offering research and resource support as our small 

business owners try to navigate the chaos.

• PLAIN has set up a Food Pantry, which began delivery this week.

• Stephanie Morales’ craft services trailer has provided 500 first responder lunches to 

April 1st, 2020

• Governor Kemp will sign a shelter in place order for the state of Georgia effective Friday 

April 3rd. Details to follow, along with any impact on the City.

• Monday CEO Thurman created a COVID-19 Task Force. Mayors of Brookhaven and Pine 

Lake are representing the municipalities of Dekalb County. 

Mar 28th, 2020 What does Dekalb County's shelter in place order mean for Pine Lake residents.

Mar 26th, 2020 Facts that help support your common sense decisions to shelter in place, observe the 

curfew, and continue to keep a physical distance of six feet.

Mar 24th, 2020

Elected officials pass ordinance declaring a state of emergency in the city 

Mar 23rd, 2020

Basic advise: Wash your hands; stay inside if you are unwell; observe social/physical 

distancing. If you have the ability to shelter in place, do so.

Mar 19th, 2020

• In the interest of encouraging social distancing and helping to mitigate an ongoing health 

crisis, we are closing the beach for public use until further notice. We are also removing the 

picnic tables and swings.

• As Emory infectious disease expert Dr. Carlos del Rio said this morning, “To limit the 

spread in the community we need to spread the community

March 17th, 2020

Mayor reports on conference call with Governor:

Governor Kemp declared a public health state of emergency over the weekend, ratified by 

the legislature yesterday.

Mar 11th, 2020

Describing the discussion of the COVID-19 situation at the March 9th Council Meeting

Mar 10th, 2020

Discusses suspension of use of facilities, introduces COVID-19 webpage and other methods 

of communication and announces preliminary planning for a Wellness Check Network.

Mar 3rd, 2020

Explaining the steps being taken by the City to respond to the COVID-19 outbreak.
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https://pinelakega.sophicity.com/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterApril6th.pdf
https://pinelakega.sophicity.com/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterApril5th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterApril1st.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterMarch28th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterMarch26th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterMarch24th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterMarch23rd.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterMarch19th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterMarch17th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterMarch11th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterMarch10th.pdf
https://www.pinelakega.net/Assets/Files/COVID-19Updates/MHLetterMarch3rd.pdf

